
Was gefällt Ihnen an Ihrer Arbeit besonders gut?

Warum haben Sie sich für RWE TI entschieden?

Welche drei Wörter beschreiben Sie am besten?

„Sie erhalten die beste Lösung!“ – Diese Botschaft bedeutet für mich:

Project Manager

Gerard Coster

Gerard is a senior mechanical engineer with 
more than 20 years of project experience in 
the power generation industry and 9 years of 
experience in other industries such as 
shipbuilding, offshore construction and 
chemicals.

He has extensive experience in project 
engineering and project management for the 
new construction and modification projects of 
large and industrial facilities such as power 
plants, mainly in Europe, working for 
suppliers/contractors, developers and owners.

He has the qualifications and skills required for 
the leadership of multi-disciplinary and 
international project teams.

Gerard is highly proficient in both Dutch and 
English and has experience working in the 
Netherlands, Germany, Belgium and Turkey.

He completed his studies in Mechanical 
Engineering at the University of Applied 
Sciences in the Netherlands, and has worked 
for RWE Technology International for more 
than 15 years.

What gives you most satisfaction in your work?

Why did you choose RWE TI?

What three words best describes you?

Especially working together with a varying and diverse range of people and personalities from 
different organisations (including suppliers) with the aim of realising a visible and tangible result 
gives me great satisfaction.

I chose to work for RWE Technology International because it provides me with the opportunity to 
manage interesting and international industrial projects. It also appeals to me that RWE 
Technology International is making an important contribution to making energy supplies more 
sustainable. Working for RWETI, I can also contribute to this important cause.

“You get your best solution“ – What it means to me:

Social. Committed. Integrity.

Like projects, not everything in life goes perfectly and exactly according to your plan. Therefore, 
the trick is to see and seize opportunities in the circumstances and make the most of them. 
Sometimes, the end result is even better than anticipated.
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